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Governance questions as 
ManCo mania takes hold  
As the AIFMD transitionary period draws to a close so ManCo mania is taking 
hold in Dublin and Luxembourg. There are many reasons why managers 
will join independent, third party AIFM ManCo platforms rather than doing it 
themselves. But these structures have a number of governance issues that 
they need to address before bandwagon really begins to roll, as it looks like it 
will – and probably with some speed.

It is likely that ManCo structures will become as commonplace on the 
alternative side of the European fund industry as they have become on the 
mainstream side of it. At some point in the future using an independent, third 
party ManCo could be as routine as using a third party fund administrator is 
in the industry today. 

But, to make sure that does happen, those that are in the process of 
launching these structures, as well as the regulators, need to iron out possible 
governance issues from the outset. Some in London and Dublin, in particular, 
have raised concerns that there could be problems ahead. It is important that 
these issues are addressed now before one of the funds on an independent 
ManCo platform fails.  Continued on page 15 >>

Cayman director legislation on 
the way     
A draft Bill is being circulated in Cayman on the registration and licensing of 
professional and corporate fund directors. There is expected to be a 25 day 
consultancy period after the Bill is Gazetted, which is likely to be before the 
end of March. 

The Bill makes provision for the registration and licensing regime for 
professional and corporate directors of mutual funds (both resident and non 
resident). In future anyone who is not licensed would be prohibited from being 
a Cayman director. Individual and corporate directors would be registered 
and will have to pay a license fee. CIMA will be able to refuse to register an 
applicant unless it deems them fit and proper.

The Bill also makes provision for the manner in which corporate directors 
are dealt with under the law and would have additional requirements for the 
licensing of corporate directors.

CIMA will also be given powers to deal with directors that contravene the law.  
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